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Here is a look at some of the products you’ll want to check out in the exhibit hall

Kaleidoscope
Kaleidoscope is a premier fully-customizable in-office digital marketing display. ‘We previously had another product in our office, and Kaleidoscope is much better! It is Nordstrom vs. Kmart,’ said the staff of Dr. Douglas Brown.

Kaleidoscope, booth No. 730

PRG Barrier Coat
PRG Barrier Coat effectively treats dental hypersensitivity by providing immediate and long-lasting relief. A light-cured, bioactive, resin-based varnish with extended protection time of up to six months, PRG Barrier Coat was designed with self-adhesive abilities to allow easy application on flat and slanted surfaces. Only a thin protective layer is required (15 um) to block dentinal tubules from external irritants and provide esthetic results. HEMA-free, acetone-free and alcohol-free, PRG Barrier Coat has little odor and reduces the occurrence of detrimental effects on intraoral tissue.

Shofu Dental, booth No. 3136

Dolphin 3D Digital Study Model software
Dolphin 3D Digital Study Model software lets you add digital study models to your Dolphin Imaging database. It works with all existing intraoral and study model scanners. Once your study model data is imported, you can set occlusion and orientation, display the models in various surface and volume views and take various 3-D measurements.

Dolphin Imagine, booth No. 829

Rayscan Alpha Imaging System
The RAYSCAN Alpha is a state-of-the-art digital extraoral imaging system developed by RAY Company, a spin-off of Samsung. Combining high-resolution pan/ceph/CBCT imaging with a low-dose setting, the RAYSCAN Alpha provides a combination of image resolution and patient safety. The system comes with a standard five-year warranty for peace-of-mind with your imaging investment.

LED Dental, booth No. 843
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Improve your patient experience and accelerate your treatment plans.

A BIOLASE diode laser lets you solve soft tissue challenges you encounter in patients' work-ups — on the spot — without referring out, and without the bleeding, post-operative discomfort and negative collateral tissue consequences of scalpel, electro surge or less effective diode lasers.

- Improve Bracket Placement
- Enhance Patient Hygiene
- Solve Your Soft-Tissue Challenges

SAFE to Use Around Metal

Visit Booth #3051 for special pricing!
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**Esprit, Class II corrector**
Esprit, a Class II corrector, brings a variety of unique features, including a CNC-machined body that is smooth and durable and a new, innovative, patented clip. The clip is guaranteed to be easy to install and remove, and it stays in place without disengaging during treatment. Esprit also features a mesial hook that prevents rolling into the occlusion. The hook is smooth for patient comfort and can be removed with ease — no cutting required. Esprit’s enclosed stainless-steel spring prevents painful pinching and unhygienic trapping of food. This enclosed spring also resists deformation and maintains consistent force throughout the patient’s wear.

3M Unitek, booth No. 1129

**Opal Orthodontics, booth No. 1715**
Icon
Icon by DMG removes post-ortho white spots in one patient visit without any drilling.

**Epic X**
Epic X from Biolase is the newest generation of the company’s award-winning portable dental laser. Epic X features pre-initiated tips, laser-assisted whitening and temporary relief of minor pain, all from a single diode laser solution. Biolase also is offering a reliability assurance plan, which ensures users are never without the Epic X for more than 24 hours.

Biolase, booth No. 3051

**i-CAT Imaging Sciences, booth No. 2037**
i-CAT FLX
The i-CAT FLX is the newest system in the i-CAT family of 3-D cone-beam imaging products, offering 3-D planning and treatment tools for orthodontics. Features of the i-CAT FLX include: full dentition 3-D imaging at a comparable dose to a 2-D panoramic X-ray with QuickScan+, an easy-to-use, guided workflow with the SmartScan STUDIO touchscreen interface; ability to capture traditional 2-D panoramic images with the i-PAN feature; an ergonomic stability system to minimize patient movement and maximize the accuracy of the scanning process; and exclusive Tx STUDIO software with specific orthodontic treatment planning tools and integration with CAD/CAM applications.

**Clarity ADVANCED Ceramic Brackets**
Clarity ADVANCED Ceramic Brackets are a leading treatment choice and a perfect balance of innovation and design. The translucent ceramic material blends with the color of a patient’s teeth and resists staining and discoloration, so anyone can smile with confidence during treatment. The bracket’s low profile and rounded corners also makes it comfortable to wear. And if you have patients that want colored ligatures, Clarity ADVANCED Brackets make the colors “pop.”

3M Unitek, booth No. 129
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**Epic X from Biolase is the newest generation of the company’s award-winning portable dental laser. Epic X features pre-initiated tips, laser-assisted whitening and temporary relief of minor pain, all from a single diode laser solution. Biolase also is offering a reliability assurance plan, which ensures users are never without the Epic X for more than 24 hours.**

Biolase, booth No. 3051
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**Opal Orthodontics, booth No. 1715**
Icon
Icon by DMG removes post-ortho white spots in one patient visit without any drilling.

**www.dmg-dental.com**
WildSmiles Braces
WildSmiles are the only braces that turn correction into expression. According to the company, WildSmiles offers a proven treatment option that has been trusted by orthodontists for a decade. Brackets with patented shaped designer pads allow patients to express their individuality during treatment. A clinical study recently published in the AJO-DO finds WildSmiles are selected by 70 percent of young patients. Stop by the WildSmiles booth during the show to try your hand at a giant Jenga game. You could walk away with an historic $2 bill if you can successfully pull a brick and place it on top without the tower falling.

WildSmiles, booth No. 3010

ClearCorrect
ClearCorrect works with more than 2,000 orthodontists and is a leading manufacturer of clear aligners. Visit the booth to receive 50 percent off your first case.

ClearCorrect, booth No. 545

GumChucks ORTHOgami
GumChucks ORTHOgami offers ortho flossing in less than two minutes. The flexible hook on one end of the disposable flossing tips allows you to safely and quickly position the floss under the arch wire and between brackets. No more threading, struggling or time-consuming contortions. Compliance might sky-rocket.

GumChucks, booth No. 2631